IBEX AIRLINES
CRJ-700 CAPTAINS
IBEX Airlines is based in Sendai, northern Japan, and operates a fleet
of CRJ700 aircraft. IBEX has an immediate need of experienced CRJ
Captains to assist with a planned expansion of operations and the
planned arrival of CRJ900 aircraft.

þþ CRJ100/200/700/900 type rating

Contract length is 4 years offering both commuting and non-commuting roster options. Commuting rosters have 20 consecutive days off in
a 2 month period, whereas those choosing to live locally will have 10
days off each month.

þþ Current on type within 12 months

Furthermore, at the end of your 4 year contract pilots are guaranteed an
interview for a direct entry A320 Captain position with Peach Airlines!
Excellent conditions are offered, with housing allowance available,
commuting ticket allowance, moving allowance, educational support
in Japan, and a generous contract completion bonus.
These positions are offered on behalf of TWI Aviation, and pilots will
have access to all the benefits of being a Longreach contract pilot.

REQUIREMENTS:

þþ 500+ hrs PIC on type
þþ 3000+ hours total
þþ Current & valid ICAO ATPL
þþ Current First Class Medical
(with BMI < 30)

þþ Max age 58 at date of joining
þþ No accidents or incidents
þþ ICAO English > level 4

Review our website at www.longreachaviation.com or contact us for
more information on this or any other position.
In addition, Longreach Aviation contract pilots receive accesss to :
✔✔ Worldwide emergency medical coverage for the crew member
✔✔ Life Insurance to the value of $300,000 AUD
✔✔ Loss of Licence income protection plan with selectable benefits up to
USD15,000/mth and up to USD550,000 lump sum.
✔✔ Discounted global health insurance for the pilot and their dependants,
including full US coverage if required.

CONTACT US:

Deb White: +61 414 747 070
deb@longreachaviation.com
Brett Tuohy: +61 414 425 825
brett@longreachaviation.com

CRJ700 Captain

Non-Commuting

Commuting

Roster Style

10 days off per month

20 consecutive days off every 2 months

Block Hours

70 hours/mth

70 hours/mth

Net Monthly Salary
(after all Japanese tax)

1st Yr: USD8,220
2nd Yr: USD8,820

1st Yr: USD7,630
2nd Yr: USD8,120

Completion Bonus

JPY3,000,000 (~USD28,000) after Japanese tax

Vacation

24 days per annum

20 days per annum

Housing Allowance

JPY100,000/mth

JPY100,000/mth

Moving Allowance

JPY240,000

-

Commuting Allowance

-

JPY120,000/mth

Education Support

75% of international school in Sendai

-

Benefits

Guaranteed interview for A320 DEC with Peach Aviation at contract end!
10 free tickets on IBEX and 10 ID90 tickets on ANA per year
Loss of Income & Life Insurance, underwritten by Lloyds of London
Worldwide Emergency Medical Insurance, Japanese Medical Insurance
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